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Using Dairy One tools to evaluate culling.
Cull numbers can be mysterious. There are many
different ways to look at the data, and many
different places to find it in your DHI data and onfarm software. Let's look at some of the culling
data and discuss what it really means.
Most people find the current cull rate for their
herd on page 1 of the DHI 202 Herd Summary.
This cull rate is used to predict inventory of cows
to milk and can be the past year's actual cull rate
or a rate chosen by the dairy. Because this number
is being used to predict cows to milk over the next
half year, cows sold for voluntary as well as
involuntary reasons are included.
Some people panic when they see this number and may consider it too high compared to their goal. It is important to remember that
those animals that are sold for dairy purposes, often due to the dairy's good management are included in the overall cull rate. The
potential revenue generation is good.
The number used above at 2.1% or about 26% annual is the actual cull rate for this herd. It will be used
unless the dairy indicates something different on test
day with their technician. The rate option #48 can be
changed using on the test day herd options input section on DHI 213.
Below is an example of a herd that has chosen to project herd inventory using a cull rate slightly different than the one calculated for the
past year. This herd has selected to project using 3% monthly or 36% annually even thought their past year calculated to 39%.

Page 2 of DHI 202 Herd Summary does a better job of looking at culling practices on the dairy by making a distinction between
animals "sold for dairy" and those "sold for failures in genetics, disease control, or faulty management". This Yearly Summary Of Cows
Entered And Left The Herd breaks the herd down into 1st, 2nd, and 3 or more lactations and uses 7 common definitions for why cows
are sold for some failure. A different category is used for cows that died and likely provided no salvage value. The other two columns
provide for data reporting when cows are sold for dairy purposes and those sold or died but not recorded with a reason seen here. We
are also reminded that only cows are reported in the culling summary. Heifers that are projected to affect the inventory of cows to milk
will only be used to adjust that projection and not the cull rate for the herd.
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Using Dairy One tools to evaluate culling continues...

It is important to understand that when we view the herd summary, we see 2 separate cull rates. The 39% should be used for evaluating the rate that we sell cows that were not necessarily planned. The 44% listed above it is the total rate that we have moved cows
out of the herd. To maintain an equal number of cows milking, we have to have a similar rate of cows entering the milking herd including heifers that were born and raised in the herd.
There are report options available to help determine what cows may be targeted for culling . The Special Management List DHI - 510
is a culling guide that lists cows by the lowest "Projected Relative Profit". The PRP is based on the projected production of the cows
and maintenance cost when she will not be producing prior to her next calving. The value here is that cows, even when ranked high
for past production, can have a lower value to the dairy because they are not pregnant.

Those dairies using Dairy Comp 305 software have additional ways to evaluate culling. One simple way is to make a list of cows by
relative value (RV). This uses strictly RV as the ranking criteria and is based on the average for the herd being 100%. The lower the
value below 100%, the less valuable she is compared to her herd-mates in terms of her ability to produce milk.
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Using Dairy One tools to evaluate culling continues...

Producers wanting to capture true economic value from culling will expand on that idea and use COWVAL to aid in those decisions.
Here we can use reproductive herd performance, replacement cost, cull cow value, production value, and feed cost to calculate a "Cow
Value" for each cow in the herd. Ever think that getting a cow pregnant would make her less valuable? With this tool you may find
that out.
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Using Dairy One tools to evaluate culling continues...

One final way to look at the culling data on a dairy is to look at when culling takes place. Imagine not only the disappointment of
having to sell a cow that is short of reaching her peak potential, but the economic impact of such culls. Everyone would agree that
avoiding management flaws that cause cows to exit the herd in early lactation for involuntary reasons is a high priority of dairies.
Much of what we looked at thus far for culling has been the why's, who's, and reasons behind culling. We can again turn to software
like DC305 to look at when culls happen the most frequently.
Running the command Egraph\ID can give us a picture of when culling occurs. Note the incidence of both sold and died in the first
60 days in milk. Now we have useful data to find out why the highest rate of culling happens in the first 60 days. In this example 35%
of all cows that left the herd in the past year did so in their first 60 days in milk. Another fact we can discover is that of all the cows
that calved in the past year and had to be sold, 29% of them were less than 60 days in milk.

Example of Egraph\ID
Looking at cull rates seems to be at times a favorite pastime of dairy related people. One final thought we might leave you with is
that while we know what rates our cows leave herds at, when they leave, and reasons they leave, we still haven't done anything to
change those rates and reasons. Aside from SCC testing, disease tracking might be as great or even greater value to the dairies we
work with.
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